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RICE: A Method for Quantitative 
Mammographic Image Enhancement  

 

Faraz Janan, Michael Brady  

Abstract—We introduce Region of Interest Contrast Enhancement (RICE) to identify focal densities in mammograms. It aims to 

help radiologists: 1) enhancing the contrast of mammographic images; and 2) detecting regions of interest (such as focal densities) 

that are candidate masses potentially masked behind dense parenchyma. Cancer masking is an unsolved issue, particularly in 

breast density categories BI-RADS C and D. RICE suppresses normal breast parenchyma in order to highlight focal densities. 

Unlike methods that enhance mammograms by modifying the dynamic range of an image; RICE relies on the actual tissue 

composition of the breast.  It segments Volumetric Breast Density (VBD) maps into smaller regions and then applies a recursive 

mechanism to estimate the ‘neighbourhood’ for each segment. The method then subtracts and updates the neighbourhood, or 

the encompassing tissue, from each piecewise constant component of the breast image.   This not only enhances the appearance 

of a candidate mass but also helps in estimating the mass density. In extensive experiments, RICE enhances focal densities in 

all breast density types including the most challenging category BI-RADS D. Suitably adapted, RICE can be used as a precursor 

to any computer-aided diagnostics and detection system.  

Index Terms— Image Enhancement, Contrast Enhancement, Breast Cancer, Cancer Masking, Breast Density, Focal Density 

1 INTRODUCTION

reast cancer is the second most frequently diag-1 

nosed cancer in women. In 2020, in the USA alone, 2 

there will be an estimated 276,480 new cases of 3 

breast cancer in women (and 2620 in men), with a 4 

projected 42,690 deaths (Siegel et al., 2020). This con-5 

tinues the increase over 2017 (252,710 new cases and 6 

40,610 breast cancer deaths) (DeSantis et al., 2017). 7 

Breast cancer accounts for 30% of all female cancers. 8 

In the developed world it is the second leading cause 9 

of cancer death among women (after lung cancer), 10 

whereas it is the leading cause in less developed coun-11 

tries(Romualdo et al., 2013; Siegel et al., 2015)(Torre 12 

et al., 2015). Early diagnosis improves prognosis, re-13 

duces the cost of treatment, and increases available 14 

treatment options. As well, it is estimated that for the 15 

year 2020-21 there will be an overall 27% increase in 16 

the cost of cancer care in the US, raising spending 17 

from $124.57Bn to $157.77Bn. Specifically, the cost of 18 

breast cancer care is set to increase by 32%. In re-1 

sponse to all of these developments, better and more 2 

cost-effective imaging techniques, including reliable 3 

image enhancement methods, are crucial for main-4 

taining or even reducing the economic burden of 5 

breast cancer.     6 

Though a range of imaging modalities are used in clini-1 

cal practice for the detection and work-up of breast 2 

cancer, including ultrasound, MRI, CT, and Tomo(syn-3 

thesis) DBT, it remains the case that digital x-ray mam-4 

mography is overwhelmingly the most commonly 5 

used. It is the basis for all state and privately funded 6 

screening programs in the UK, US, EU and beyond. 7 

Such a program has helped the UK attain the second-8 

lowest predicted breast cancer mortality rate in 2020 9 

(after Spain), starting from the highest one in 1970 10 

(Tabár & Dean, 1982)(Carioli et al., 2017). Mammogra-11 

phy is relatively low-cost, practical for large popula-12 

tion screening, and there is strong evidence that it has 13 

decreased the mortality rate of breast cancer by more 14 

than 30%  (Tabár et al., 2011).  15 

To motivate the method introduced in this paper, 1 

screening mammography depends critically on the vis-2 

ibility of tumours, which may be surrounded by adi-3 

pose or fibroglandular tissue. The appearance of a 4 
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mammogram, considered as an image, varies consid-5 

erably among women and depends upon the imaging 6 

parameters, tissue characteristics, and the response of 7 

different breast tissues to x-ray attenuation. Dense tis-8 

sue, such as tumours and stromal tissue, has high x-9 

ray attenuation and appears bright on a mammogram. 10 

Similarly, fatty tissue has low attenuation and appears 11 

dark. However, since mammography is projective, tu-12 

mours may be partly or completely concealed by nor-13 

mal dense stromal tissue, and the greater the amount 14 

of such tissue, the greater the risk that a tumour may 15 

be “masked”.   Not only may bright stromal tissue 16 

mask a tumour, but it also reduces image contrast, 17 

further increasing the challenge of detecting abnor-18 

malities in a dense breast. Mammography is currently 19 

estimated to miss 20% of invasive breast cancers, a 20 

number which may be reduced by the use of com-21 

puter-aided detection or diagnostic systems (Le et al., 22 

2019)(Sasaki et al., 2020)(Rodríguez-Ruiz et al., 2019); 23 

but such algorithms also tend to have a poorer 24 

performance for dense breast (e.g. BI-RADS 4).  25 

Women with dense breast not only have a higher risk 26 

of their breast cancers being missed at screening; but 27 

are also at significantly higher risk of developing 28 

breast cancer(Schreer, 2009)(Ghosh et al., 2012)(Van 29 

Goethem et al., 2004).  In short, it is often difficult to 30 

detect Regions of Interest (ROIs) that may correspond 31 

to a lesion and to assess regional morphology.    32 

In this paper, we propose a method based on the 33 

breast contents to improve the visibility of potential 34 

ROIs by adaptively and iteratively enhancing the con-35 

trast to their surroundings. We show its effectiveness 36 

by applying it to a database of mammograms assem-37 

bled for the European project ASSURE (Adapting 38 

Breast Cancer Screening Strategy Using Personalised 39 

Risk Estimation,) and converted to quantified Volu-40 

metric Breast Density (VBD) maps by the Volpara 41 

Health software (Highnam et al., 2010; Teo et al., 42 

2016). We note that there are no structural differ-43 

ences between a regular mammogram (intensity map, 44 

where each pixel carries an intensity value representa-45 

tive of the tissue x-ray attenuation) and a VBD image.  46 

Using density maps as we do enables confirmation 47 

that the regions enhanced by our method are indeed 48 

dense (Volpara density values per pixel), and thus are 49 

‘focally dense’.  Along with the contrast enhancement 50 

of a mammogram, we particularly aim to enhance the 51 

visibility of cancers that are potentially masked behind 52 

dense parenchyma.   53 

This paper is based on our previous work (Faraz Janan 54 

et al., 2015), in which we proposed a basic system for 55 

the region of interest enhancement, which has been 56 

significantly enhanced. 57 

1.1. Cancer Masking and Focal Densities 58 

Masking in relation to mammographic density remains 59 

one of the most challenging issues in diagnostic mam-60 

mography. Complex patterns formed by focal densi-61 

ties, those linked to masking, result from multi-lay-62 

ered and multi-oriented tissue composition in mam-63 

mographic images(Aiello et al., 2005). To date, detect-64 

ing masking has been largely beyond human visual 65 

perception. Masking conceals tumours and obscure 66 

associated cancerous texture, making it difficult to de-67 

tect cancers at an early stage particularly in dense 68 

breast(Chiu et al., 2010). We contend that focal densi-69 

ties are key to enabling the detection of masked tu-70 

mours and establish focal asymmetry along with its 71 

subtypes. It is core to the guidelines on breast cancer 72 

screening issued by the American College of Radiology 73 

(ACR) in the BI-RADS 5th edition. The BI-RADS lexicon 74 

is a dictionary of descriptive terms used to describe a 75 

mammographic, ultrasound, or MRI finding (Spak et 76 

al., 2017). These protocols are used in routine clinical 77 

practice worldwide.  78 

Increasingly, MRI is suggested to find cancers in dense 79 

breast (Longo, 2019). Van Gils (Bakker et al., 2019) 80 

showed in the DENSE trial that interval cancers are 81 

more common in dense breast for which there is a 82 

higher chance of cancer masking. The study showed 83 

that supplemental MRI screening reduced the inter-84 

val-cancer rate from 5.0 per 1000 screenings in the 85 

control group to 2.5 per 1000 screenings in the MRI-86 

invitation group. Whereas it reduced the interval-can-87 

cer rate in the supplemental MRI group by 1.3 per 88 

1000 person-years. MRI also produced a reduced 89 

false-positive rate of 8% (79.8 per 1000 screenings) 90 

and only 26.3% of patients who had a breast biopsy 91 

following MRI had breast cancer. However, routine 92 

supplemental MRI investigations are infeasible pri-93 

marily because of the relatively limited availability of 94 

MRI scanners and heavy usage that is made of them.  95 

This is compounded in many parts of the world by the 96 

higher cost of an MRI (typically 4-5 times that of a 97 
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mammogram).  For all of these reasons, we have in-98 

vestigated mechanisms to identify focal densities that 99 

are potential tumours masked behind dense paren-100 

chyma and whose clinical uses would include as a 101 

stratification step in the diagnostic pathway.  102 

Statistical and texture based measures have been 103 

used to quantify cancer masking. Karssemeijer et al. 104 

(Holland et al., 2017) used percent density area  105 

(PDA), percent density volume (PDV) and the dense 106 

tissue masking model (DTMM) to assess the risk of 107 

cancer masking. They used 111 interval cancers col-108 

lected over a period of 12 months after the initial ex-109 

amination against 1110 selected normal cases without 110 

cancer. Based on statistical measures they categorised 111 

women into high-medium-low risk categories. Yaffe et 112 

al. (Mainprize et al., 2019) used a cohort of 67 113 

nonscreen-detected (detected via other means after a 114 

negative mammogram) and 147 screen-detected can-115 

cers invasive cancers A mechanism was devised to 116 

study the distribution of dense tissue using statistical 117 

and texture measures. They achieved an AUC of 0.75 118 

[0.67–0.82] for predicting the risk of masking while us-119 

ing logistic regression. Both of these studies applied 120 

their models to Volpara volumetric density maps simi-121 

lar to those that we have used in our study. Yaffe et al. 122 

(Mainprize et al., 2014)(Alonzo-Proulx et al., 2019) 123 

also developed quantification metrics for possible use 124 

in stratified breast cancer screening using masking risk 125 

predictions. However, this was not aimed at improving 126 

the visibility of masked tumours, or unmask and quan-127 

tify ROIs.  128 

In this paper, we extend our previously-reported Re-129 

gion of Interest Contrast Enhancement (RICE) method 130 

to identify focal densities in mammograms.  RICE finds 131 

focal densities by enhancing the appearance of dense 132 

tissue in mammograms. When applied to a density 133 

map (in the present case, generated by Volpara’s 134 

breast density algorithm, VBD, though the method is 135 

applicable to any such density map), it also gives an 136 

approximation of the mean tissue density of an ROI. It 137 

generates a mammogram with contrast-enhance-138 

ment.   139 

Our method is perhaps best compared with contrast 140 

enhancement methods, most notably CLAHE (Con-141 

strast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Enhancement), that 142 

have been widely applied to mammograms.  Such en-143 

hancement methods manipulate the intensity (or den-144 

sity) histogram, modifying the dynamic range, scaling 145 

of regional or global intensities histograms, and/or ad-146 

justing the contrast window of a digital mammogram 147 

(Akila et al., 2015).  Histogram-based methods adapt 148 

the histogram of the entire image (or a segmented 149 

portion thereof), rather than analysing local regions 150 

that may correspond to focal densities.  151 

In contrast, RICE suppresses normal parenchyma, irre-152 

spective of:  the intensity distribution, the BI-RADS 153 

classification (if known), and texture information in an 154 

image. Applied to density maps, it estimates the over-155 

all density for all regions inside the breast that are not 156 

considered ‘normal’ parenchyma (relative to that 157 

breast); such as masses, highly dense tissue, and 158 

structural spicules or stromal ducts. RICE facilitates 159 

finding ROIs in dense breast, where established seg-160 

mentation methods struggle. Figure 1 shows a false-161 

colour representation of the application of RICE to the 162 

(noisy) surface of a VBD map. The ROI becomes a can-163 

didate mass, enhanced when we subtract the normal 164 

parenchyma or surrounding tissue. The upper image 165 

shows the VBD surface before applying RICE.  The 166 

lower image shows the image enhanced by RICE. The 167 

vertical axis shows the amount of dense breast tissue 168 

at each location (x,y). The peak highlighted in red is a 169 

mass that has a maximum density of 12mm in the 170 

original image. After applying RICE, the density of the 171 

mass reduces closer to 5mm due to subtraction of the 172 

normal parenchyma surrounding it. The overall den-173 

sity of the mass has reduced to represent its actual 174 

composition; however, its appearance has been con-175 

siderably enhanced. Note that the second thin, sharp 176 

spike to the left of the mass is an enhanced microcal-177 

cification.   178 
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Fig. 1. A VBD map before (top) and after (bottom) the application 
of RICE. 

 179 

1.2 Mammographic Image Enhancement Methods 180 

Several image enhancement methods for mammogra-181 

phy have been published. As noted above, most such 182 

methods either manipulate the image histogram or 183 

apply a smoothing filter. To the best of our 184 

knowledge, none quantifies the content of dense tis-185 

sue or a potential mass. In this section, we review sev-186 

eral methods that have been developed for mammo-187 

graphic image improvement.  188 

Early work (Sivaramakrishna et al., 2000) on enhance-189 

ment methods include unsharp masking (Jong Kook 190 

Kim et al., 1997)(Lure et al., 1996), contrast-limited 191 

adaptive histogram equalization (Kim, 1997)(Pizer et 192 

al., 1987), region-based contrast enhancement 193 

(Morrow et al., 1992) and wavelet transformations 194 

(Laine et al., 1994).  Most enhancement methods aim 195 

at better detectability of microcalcifications. In perfor-196 

mance terms, there is a stark contrast between the 197 

approaches of enhancing mammographic regions that 198 

are potentially masses, and those for detecting calcifi-199 

cations. In most cases, the approaches designed for 200 

one type of enhancement, masses or microcalcifica-201 

tions, tend to smooth or ignore the other (Ji et al., 202 

1994). Cheng et al. applied an entropy-based transfor-203 

mation to take an image into the Fuzzy domain to 204 

measure the local contrast and then enhance it 205 

(Bartella et al., 2006), similar approaches reported in 206 

other methods (Salmeri et al., 2008)(Lucht et al., 207 

2000)(Ball & Bruce, 2007)(Bhateja et al., 2017)(Ball & 208 

Bruce, 2007)(Wu et al., 2013)(A. Jain et al., 209 

2013)(Cheng & Xu, 2000). This, in essence, is very sim-210 

ilar to adaptive contrast enhancement methods that 211 

stretch the contrasts of mammographic regions in a 212 

local context (Rangayyan et al., 1997). Wavelets can 213 

achieve similar results by a multi-scale frequency anal-214 

ysis approach, thus investigating individual compo-215 

nents of a mammogram and highlighting the frequen-216 

cies of interest (Tang et al., 2009). A different ap-217 

proach, inspired by the human visual system (HVS), re-218 

duces the need for a separate segmentation method. 219 

It uses the second derivative to highlight edge infor-220 

mation by 2-tier image decomposition (Y. Zhou et al., 221 

2010). Both the wavelet transform-based method and 222 

the HVS model do not work well in dense mammo-223 

grams (such as BI-RADS D) where contrast is reduced 224 

and where ROIs do not have well-defined edges, thus 225 

lacking the high-frequency component. Filter-based 226 

approaches essentially regard image enhancement in 227 

mammography as denoising (Laine & Zong, 228 

1996)(Matsuyama et al., 2013)(Gorgel et al., 229 

2010)(Mencattini et al., 2008)(Romualdo et al., 230 

2013)(Scharcanski & Jung, 2006)(Mencattini et al., 231 

2008) (i.e. a proxy for better visualisation) from an 232 

“as-it-is” image. Such an approach does not take into 233 

account the breast thickness, tissue density, focal den-234 

sity and as a consequence cancer masking. Most such 235 

studies show that a significant difference exists in re-236 

viewer preference for images with masses and images 237 

with microcalcifications (Moradmand et al., 238 

2012)(Sivaramakrishna et al., 2000). 239 

The most common type of mammographic enhance-240 

ment is based on probabilistic histogram equalisation 241 

(Pisano et al., 2000). More basic methods analyse the 242 

intensity distribution of the pixels across the image to 243 
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determine the distribution on the spread. Such meth-244 

ods can work well on BI-RADS A and D, where the ex-245 

pected intensity distribution is often approximately 246 

uniform.  However, they struggle with BI-RADS cate-247 

gories B and C where mammograms tend to have in-248 

tensity distributions that are closer to bimodal. Adap-249 

tive histogram methods (for example CLAHE) address 250 

this issue by dividing the image into sections of varia-251 

ble intensities (Pisano et al., 2000). The method was 252 

originally designed for facial image enhancement, but 253 

its variants were later applied to mammography. 254 

Adaptive histogram equalisation methods do not pre-255 

serve the brightness of the image. Brightness Preserv-256 

ing Bi-Histogram Equalisation (BBHE) aims to divide 257 

the image into two parts, based on the brightness lev-258 

els. The method generates two images based on 259 

brightness thresholds and then apply adaptive equali-260 

sation to each separately. Subsequently, both parts 261 

are combined, which largely preserves brightness 262 

(Kim, 1997)(Chen & Ramli, 2003b)(Chen & Ramli, 263 

2003a). However, it is not clear whether or not BBHE 264 

was effective in the case of craniocaudal (CC) view, as 265 

opposed to mediolateral oblique (MLO) views showed 266 

in the paper (Akila et al., 2015) where the bi-model in-267 

tensity distributions are evident. In Recursive Mean-268 

Separate Histogram Equalisation (RMSHE) (Chen & 269 

Ramli, 2003a), Chen et al separated the mean inten-270 

sity of a mammogram to preserve the brightness of 271 

the two sub-images, following the essence of BBHE 272 

(Chen & Ramli, 2003b), but in a recursive fashion that 273 

aims to further enhance performance.  274 

Image filtering and histogram equalisation methods 275 

were popular for use with digitised mammograms 276 

where noise removal, imaging artefacts and the pixel 277 

resolution of digitised mammograms were the main 278 

challenges. However, with the latest digital image ac-279 

quisition scanners, the problems that these methods 280 

address have essentially been overcome. The new 281 

trends of mammographic image enhancement are 282 

based on the qualitative improvement of images in 283 

terms of their clinical value (i.e. visibility of cancers) as 284 

we explain in the following section, and not just a nu-285 

merical metric for image enhancement (such as SNR, 286 

CNR, haziness, fractal dimension score etc.).  287 

We have drawn a clear distinction between copious 288 
methods that enhance a mammogram by adapting to a 289 
histogram of intensities, as opposed to the localised, 290 

regional enhancement that is the basis for RICE.  291 
Though the use of histograms is widespread through-292 
out image analysis, a fundamental limitation of such 293 
methods is the following.  Consider any image I (or re-294 
gion within an image) and create from it an image J by 295 
randomly scrambling the pixel values of I.  Evidently, 296 
the two images I, J will not in general resemble in the 297 
least each other.  However, their histograms are iden-298 
tical.  This is the case whether I is a conventional mam-299 
mogram image or a VBD density image like those in the 300 
paper.  Though algorithms such as CLAHE have found 301 
widespread application, the interaction between global 302 
aspects of their behaviour (adaptive histogram equali-303 
sation) and the local aspect (contrast limited) often 304 
gives unpredictable results, as has been noted fre-305 
quently in the image processing literature and which 306 
has led to a continuing stream of refinements to 307 
CLAHE.  308 
 309 
There is a second point to make here.  Contrast en-310 
hancement applied to mammography has to contend 311 
with varying composition of the breast (light adipose 312 
parenchyma resulting in haziness), or conversely vary-313 
ing response to blur in different BIRADS density catego-314 
ries. Figure 2a and 2b show BIRADS B and C dense 315 
breast responding very differently to induced blurred. 316 
The effect is more aggressive on BIRADS B as compared 317 
to BRIADS C.  This infers that the effect of applying low-318 
pass filtering techniques and contrast stretching would 319 
affect these two categories very differently.  320 
 321 

 322 

Fig 2a: Comparison of induced blurred (blue) vs un-blurred (red) re-323 
gions in BIRADS B.  324 
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 325 

Fig 2b: Comparison of induced blurred (blue) vs un-blurred (red) re-326 
gions in BIRADS C.  327 
 328 

1.3 The ‘new’ context of mammographic image 329 
enhancement 330 

Over the past decade, due primarily to advances in 331 

the technology of digital mammographic scanners, as-332 

sessment of mammographic image enhancement has 333 

advanced beyond sensitivity (taken for granted), to-334 

wards specificity (how many cancers may be missed?). 335 

As a result, the context for use of enhancement meth-336 

ods has also changed. The risk of missing cancer 337 

(MISS-X) depends on several different factors, that we 338 

will summarise here but which are well explained in 339 

“20/20” (Ng & Lau, 2015):  340 

MISS-1: The cancer is not visible because it is masked 341 

by dense tissue. 342 

MISS-2: The cancer is not seen, possibly due to dis-343 

traction by other dense tissue. 344 

MISS-3: The cancer is seen, but it is interpreted 345 

wrongly due to overlapping tissues. 346 

MISS-4: The cancer is not present in the image. 347 

MISS-5: Cancer is present, but not visibly discernible. 348 

With a few exceptions (Mainprize et al., 349 

2016)(Mainprize et al., 2018)(Hinton et al., 350 

2016)(Aghaei et al., 2017), there appears to be a lim-351 

ited understanding of focal density and masking in the 352 

mammographic image analysis literature. Our method 353 

aims to reduce MISS-1 and MISS-2, though, because of 354 

the overall improved contrast and highlighted focal 355 

densities, we are confident that it helps reduce MISS-356 

3. MISS-4 is not an image processing issue; neverthe-357 

less, good positioning measures will improve it (Peart, 358 

2014)(Popli et al., 2014).  For MISS-5, image enhance-359 

ment followed by more informed machine learning 360 

approaches may usefully be combined (Le et al., 361 

2019).  362 

2. METHODS 363 

RICE comprises iterative neighbourhood estimation, 364 

subtraction, and merging that subtracts the encom-365 

passing tissue surrounding focally dense regions. At 366 

the same time, RICE detects and iteratively suppresses 367 

normal parenchyma. In theory, if a density map does 368 

not contain any dense regions, the breast region in 369 

the contrast-enhanced image should be almost 370 

‘blank’. RICE is particularly effective on volumetric 371 

density maps generated by an increasing number of 372 

commercially-available methods, for example, Quan-373 

tra (Volumetric & Software, 2010; Wang et al., 2012); 374 

Volpara (F. Janan et al., 2014; Teo et al., 2016); and 375 

Densitas (Abdolell et al., 2017).  These provide either 376 

estimation of tissue density or an approximation to x-377 

ray attenuation absorbed at each point of a mammo-378 

graphic image, and this helps not only to detect but 379 

also to quantify and further standardise focal density 380 

scores. Note that there does not currently exist a clini-381 

cal standard against which to quantify a focal asym-382 

metry or a focal density. Lacking such a standard, 383 

which inevitably limits validation, we have resorted to 384 

the output of software for density estimation, primar-385 

ily because it is a physical measurement of breast tis-386 

sue, and in part, because numerous papers have 387 

shown a link to breast cancer detectability and risk.  388 

More specifically, we have used VBD maps because it 389 

is multi-vendor, widely available (and available to us), 390 

has been used in hundreds of studies of breast den-391 

sity, because of its positive impact in assessing breast 392 

cancer risk using volumetric mammographic density, 393 

and on the performance of breast cancer screening 394 

program using full‐field digital mammography (Chiu et 395 

al., 2010). We stress, however, that RICE can be ap-396 

plied straightforwardly to DICOM regular mammo-397 

graphic images. We implement RICE in 5 steps.  398 

2.1. Breast Segmentation  399 

First, we segment the breast region (beneath the skin-400 

line) into smaller regions that share a similar texture 401 

and density. Consider the volumetric density map as a 402 

surface plot 𝑉(𝑥), that has a high-frequency element 403 

corresponding both to stromal tissue and noise.  Since 404 

we are interested in the ROI as a whole and not the 405 

added high-frequency component, we approxi-406 

mate 𝑉(�̅�) locally over smaller regions.  There are sev-407 

eral ways to do low-level descriptive segmentation 408 

(Srinath, 1992)(Vala & Baxi, 2013)(Morar et al., 409 
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2012)(Therrian, 1981)(C. Zhou & Chan, 2001)(A. K. Jain 410 

& Farrokhnia, 1991)(Li et al., 1997)(Hong & Brady, 411 

2003)(Faraz Janan & Brady, 2015).  In our current im-412 

plementation, we have elected to use a method that 413 

works well in practice, is robust, and efficient 414 

(Achanta et al., 2010).  We use Simple Linear Iterative 415 

Cluttering (SLIC) to provide a piecewise constant ap-416 

proximation to the surface locally in the form of small 417 

texture bound patches called ‘superpixels’.  This may 418 

be replaced by alternative segmentation methods that 419 

are able to segment the entire breast region. A pipe-420 

line method that also uses SLIC segmentation for 421 

mammographic image enhancement is given in (Chu 422 

et al., 2015).  We note that all segmentation algo-423 

rithms, whether based on computer vision methods or 424 

low-level image processing techniques, often result in 425 

over or under-segmentation. This is especially the 426 

case in the presence of extensive “texture” in the 427 

form of curvilinear ductal/stromal structures such as 428 

in BI-RADS C.  The RICE multi-scale iterative routine 429 

tackles over-segmentation by combining small facets 430 

belonging to the same region. It also deals well with 431 

under-segmentation by breaking down larger regions 432 

into smaller superpixels. Each segmented region 433 

{𝑅𝑖|𝑆}𝑖=1…𝑛 is identified separately for further pro-434 

cessing.  435 

2.2. Piecewise constant estimation of 437 
breast regions  438 

The second step is to compute the mean value for 439 

each segmented region and generate segmentation 440 

masks. For a segmented mammographic map 𝑉(�̅�), 441 

where the maximum size of a patch is specified as a 442 

prior, we generate a mean density map of superpixels 443 

𝑆(�̅�) as shown in Figure 3(b). The goal is to create an 444 

output map 𝐿(�̅�) in which ROIs are locally enhanced, 445 

whereas those of lesser clinical interest is suppressed. 446 

This embodies the fact that breast density, as com-447 

puted in VBD, is a physiological parameter that re-448 

flects the breast tissue composition, as opposed to a 449 

brightness value in which tissue composition, expo-450 

sure time, tube voltage, etc are confounded.  In Figure 451 

3(c) we show how the piecewise constant approxima-452 

tion of segmented regions using its mean value corre-453 

spond to the VBD map.  454 

We note that the size of the abnormality does not sig-455 

nificantly impact the performance, due to the iterative 456 

nature of the algorithm (see below). For instance, an 457 

abnormality that is over segmented in one SLIC itera-458 

tion would be re-combined in together in the follow-459 

ing iteration, as described in Section 2.1.  460 

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 3. (a) A VBD map; (b) Piecewise constant approximation of 462 
SLIC segmented regions using mean values, 𝑆(�̅�) . Using red arrows 463 
we highlight the mean density of two example regions; (c) the corre-464 
spondence between the pixel density values in  (a) and (b) extracted 465 
along the yellow line in the VBD map.  466 

2.3. Estimation of local neighbourhood   467 

The third step is to estimate the density of the tissue 468 

surrounding each region. Suppose that each smaller 469 

region 𝑅𝑖 is associated with a constant mean value of 470 

the 𝑖𝑡ℎ region.  Then the segmented region 𝑆(�̅�) re-471 

sults from binarising and dilating using a circular Inte-472 

gral Invariant (II) (Manay et al., 2006) to capture the 473 

neighbouring tissue. We refer to (Faraz Janan et al., 474 

2015; Faraz Janan & Brady, 2013) for a detailed expla-475 

nation of how II may be adapted as an information 476 

handler for neighbouring tissue. II adapts according to 477 

the shape and size of an ROI, an expedient that could 478 

be used in several ways beyond the purview of this 479 

work. II provides an extended region 𝑅𝑖
+ which in-480 

cludes the ROI 𝑅𝑖 and its immediate surroundings. The 481 

mask of the immediate surroundings is: 482 
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( )i i iN R R R+= −    (1) 483 

The mean density of the neighbourhood is 𝜇𝑖
𝑁, for 484 

the 𝑅𝑖 by 𝜇𝑖
0 where N stands for the neighbourhood 485 

and 0 stands for the region in question. Volumetric 486 

density 𝑉𝑅𝑖
 (in mm3) for each 𝑅𝑖 is given by:       487 

 𝑉𝑅𝑖
=  ∭ 𝛿𝑖

𝑂 (𝑥, 𝑦, �̇�) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 𝑑�̇� (2) 488 

Where �̇� is the density of 𝑉| 𝛿𝑖
𝑂  at {(𝑥𝑗, 𝑦𝑗): 𝑗 ∈489 

𝑅𝑖}
𝑗=1…𝑀

. 𝑥𝑗, 𝑦𝑗  are the spatial coordinates for the 490 

segmentation mask. We refer the reader to Figure 4 491 

for a schematic explanation. 𝛿𝑖
𝑂 is the surface volume 492 

of a region in a given density map. 493 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.  (a) The combined mask 𝑅𝑖
+ of a segmented region 𝑅𝑖 along 494 

with II diffused region highlighting immediate neighbourhood or the 495 
surrounding tissue in the orange colour 𝑁(𝑅𝑖); (b) Mean thickness of 496 

the tissue 
O

i and its neighbourhood 𝜇𝑖
𝑁. 497 

2.4. Computing a local contrast map 498 

The fourth step is to compute a local contrast map 499 
L(x̅) at all points around the boundary of a seg-500 

mented region
iR  such that the ROI is enhanced.  This 501 

is a subtraction process that imposes the following 502 
two conditions: 503 

1) For any
iR , if the mean of the background tissue 504 

has greater density than the region itself, then it is 505 
considered to be normal tissue. In this case, subtract 506 

the mean μi
O of the region from each pixel in the re-507 

gion.  508 

2) For any
iR , if the background has a lower density 509 

than the region; then the mean of the background μi
N 510 

is subtracted from each pixel in the region. An offset is 511 
added for pixels resulting in negative numbers.  512 

𝐿(�̅�𝑖) =  {
 𝑉𝑅𝑖

 −  𝜇𝑖
𝑁             ⇔   𝜇𝑖

𝑁 > 𝜇𝑖
𝑂

 𝑉𝑅𝑖
 −  𝜇𝑖

𝑂             ⇔    𝜇𝑖
𝑁 ≤ 𝜇𝑖

𝑂 , 𝑖513 

= 1 … 𝑛    (3) 514 

Recalling Figure 4, the segmented region has a mean 515 
density of 4.8mm3, whereas that of the surrounding 516 
region is 1.7mm3.  After the first iteration of RICE, the 517 
resulting mean thickness of the region is: 4.8 – 1.7 = 518 
3.1mm3. There is a high-density difference between 519 
the thickness of the tissue and its surrounding, thus 520 
indicating a focal density (labelled as Conf. A in the fig-521 
ure).  Figure 5 shows another example where the ap-522 
pearance of a confirmed mass is enhanced after all of 523 
the iterations of RICE. The example shows how RICE 524 
can effectively suppress normal parenchyma while 525 
preserving the ROI.   Figure 6 shows a calcification (7 526 
pixels in diameter), embedded in a dense background 527 
with poor contrast, enhanced using RICE.  A small re-528 
gions of sufficiently high contrast are both picked up 529 
and amplified both by SLIC and by the iterations of 530 
RICE.  A simple example of that is shown earlier in Fig-531 
ure 1a, where a microcalcificiation is a small region 532 
that stands out above the surrounding noise floor.  533 
Note that this is in part a consequence of us working 534 
with VBD (and similar) density images: VBD makes the 535 
assumption that tissue is either “dense” (“interesting” 536 
in VBD speak) or “fat”; however, the attenuation of a 537 
microcalcification is substantially greater – generally 538 
reckoned to be 20-30 times – that of “interesting tis‐539 
sue” (see (Highnam & Brady, 1999)), and so microcal-540 
cifications appear much “higher” than their cross-sec-541 
tion diameter in a VBD image.  Figure 1b shows that 542 
the thin, high region is preserved through the itera-543 
tions of RICE.  In Figure 6 we show another example of 544 
a relatively small region in a poor contrast region en-545 
hanced considerably.  546 

Figure 7 shows a region and its surroundings, together 547 

with the corresponding density histograms. While the 548 

segmented region in (a) has a normal density spread; 549 

the surrounding region in (b) has a two-peak distribu-550 

tion. A scrap-mark is an extended line resembling an 551 

edge resulting from the non-uniform intensity/density 552 

distribution of the neighbouring tissue. This could af-553 

fect the apparent structure of the breast anatomy in-554 

ducing unwanted new information. The background 555 

suppression process may result in an artefact which 556 

we call the ‘scrap-mark effect’. Figure 8 shows a typi-557 

cal example of a scrap-mark artefact. In the image, the 558 

Tissue

Surrounding Layer
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effect is obvious in the form of a dark edge passing 559 

vertically close by the mass towards its right side.  The 560 

figure shows two density profiles extracted on a nor-561 

malised scale from the original image and the pro-562 

cessed image after the first RICE iteration. From the 563 

graph, it can be seen that the contrast of the ROI has 564 

been significantly enhanced in the RICE processed im-565 

age. However, an unwanted artefact in the form of a 566 

small peak has emerged. This effect is mitigated using 567 

an iterative mechanism, explained in the late r sec-568 

tion.  569 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. (a) A mass with connected components (b) Visibility and the 571 
margins of the mass significantly improved after applying RICE 572 

 573 
Fig 6: A small circular region around 7 pixels in diameter before (left) 574 
and after (right) the application of RICE. The index specifies the den-575 

sity of the pixel in Volpara density maps 576 
 577 

2.5. Recursive suppression  578 

Finally, steps 1-4 are performed iteratively at multi-579 
ple scales of II diffusion. These steps are formulated 580 
into a tail-recursion model derived in the next section 581 
(i.e. The Iterative RICE Model), which is explained 582 
briefly here for completeness. In the RICE model Step-583 
1, 2 and 4 remains the same. However, in Step-3 we 584 
begin with small scales of II diffusion to capture the 585 
immediate neighbours, gradually progressing to larger 586 
scales. This iterative mechanism corrects any under- 587 
and over-segmentation, as well as preserving the edge 588 
shapes and subtle details of dense regions (i.e. ‘inter‐589 
esting tissue’). 590 

Relatively small scales of ROI diffusion define the 591 
shape of a region, thereby capturing fine details. 592 
Larger scales deal with the coarse level information by 593 

helping the normal parenchymal suppression, over-594 
coming the scrap-mark effect and helping to merge 595 
superpixels belonging to the same region. 596 

 597 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig 7. (a) a segmented region; (b) neighbourhood of the region in (a); 599 
(c) normal density distribution of the region (a); (d) two-peak density 600 

distribution of the neighbourhood (b) 601 
 602 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig 8. (a) The scrap-mark artefact towards the right of an ROI; (b) 603 
the density profile extracted along the yellow line for RICE processed 604 

and the original image on a normalised scale.  605 
 606 

Figure 9 shows that the mean density of a mass gets 607 

closer to the ground truth reduced over 4 iterations. 608 

Moreover, by using the ‘Elbow method’ (Kodinariya & 609 

Makwana, 2013) borrowed from data clustering appli-610 

cation, we find that 4 iterations effectively suppress 611 

the normal parenchyma while maintaining the shape 612 

of a given spicular region. This assumption is sup-613 

ported by our results from Figure 15 in the results sec-614 

tion. In the Figure 10, we illustrate an example of the 615 
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embedding process, followed by the enhancement us-616 

ing our method. The row with SLIC segmentation (be-617 

fore and after enhancement) illustrates the effective-618 

ness of our method. The last column is composed of 619 

an extremely dense patch; hence difficult to differenti-620 

ate between the mass and dense areas within the 621 

patch. 622 

 623 

Fig 9. Reduction in tissue density for a mass in Fig 9 over iterations. 624 

 625 

626 
Fig 10. Normal tissue suppression over several SLIC iterations 627 

After the completion of each iteration, we combine 628 

residue maps 𝐿(�̅�𝑗) from the current and earlier itera-629 

tions along with a weighted version of the VBD map. 630 

The output of the complete process is called the ‘RICE 631 

map’. The summation of VDB/mammogram in the av-632 

eraging process helps to capture the full entropy infor-633 

mation in a given mammographic image, where even 634 

the slightest details are retained. However, the itera-635 

tive subtraction and averaging enforce a weighting 636 

scheme that benefits focal densities and penalises the 637 

uninteresting normal parenchyma. The essence of the 638 

recursive process is those focal densities persist over 639 

multi-scale iterations to become more visible with an 640 

increased contrast to the background. A fuller descrip-641 

tion of the RICE model and its mathematical deriva-642 

tion is given in the next section.  643 

3. THE ITERATIVE MODEL 644 

The iterative model is the core of RICE. It recursively 645 

combines images that have been enhanced in previ-646 

ous iterations with a weighted sum of the original im-647 

age at multiple scales of diffusion. For each iteration, 648 

the output image is comprised of three elements: 1) 649 

the newly processed RICE image; 2) enhanced images 650 

from previous iterations; 3) the original image that is 651 

weighted by a decreasing exponential value β. The in-652 

put image for each iteration is the output of the previ-653 

ous iteration. After the final iteration, each pixel is 654 

subjected to a majority voting for corresponding pixels 655 

through the enhanced images produced during every 656 

single iteration. For any mammographic image I (ei-657 

ther the VBD map V(x) used earlier, or an intensity-658 

based image, or synthetic mammograms) the en-659 

hanced image  IRICE is generated by the following pro-660 

cess over n  iterations.   661 

Iteration 1 662 

We suppress the background tissue to attain the 663 

residue map 𝑟1 , as explained in steps 1-4 above.  664 

𝐼 →  𝑟1   (4) 665 

I. Rescale 𝑟1 with ∝1 , such that 666 

max(𝑟1) → max(𝐼)    667 

min(𝐼) = min(𝑟1) = 0    (5) 668 

II. From these constraints, we determine 
1  as:  669 

∝1=  
max (𝐼)

max(𝑟1)+0.0001 
 (6)    670 

III. We then generate the enhanced map 𝑒1  671 

 672 

𝑒1 =  𝛽 (𝐼 + ∝1 𝑟1),           𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛽 = 0.5       (7) 673 

The scaling factor 𝛽 is a tuning parameter that may be 674 

adjusted according to the type of mammographic im-675 

aging modality used to generate the RICE maps. We 676 

have found that a value of 𝛽 = 0.5 works well for VBD 677 

maps. However, this value can be adjusted if the 678 

method is applied to intensity images or synthetic 679 

mammograms generated from DBT stacks (for in-680 

stance, Hologic C-View (Greer, 2014)). 681 
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Iteration 2 682 

The same process is repeated to generate the en-683 

hanced map 𝑒2 after the second iteration from the 684 

residue map 𝑟1, scaled by ∝2,  which is:  685 

𝑒2 =  𝛽2𝐼 + 𝛽2 ∝1 𝑟1 + 𝛽 ∝2 𝑟2    (8) 686 

Where, ∝2=  
max (𝑒1)

max(𝑟2)+0.0001 
   (9) 687 

𝑟2 denotes the new residue map after the second itera-688 

tion. We derive 𝑒2 as follows: 689 

2 1 2 2

1 1 2 2

2 2

1 1 2 2

( )

   ( ( ) )

    

e e r

I r r

I r r

 

   

   

= +

= + +

= + +

 (11) 690 

Iteration 3  691 

This is repeated, for example:     692 

𝑒3 =  𝛽3𝐼 +  𝛽3 ∝1 𝑟1 +  𝛽2 ∝2 𝑟2 + 𝛽 ∝3 𝑟3 (12)  693 

Iteration n     694 

𝑒𝑛 =  𝛽𝑛𝐼 +  𝛽𝑛 ∝1 𝑟1 + ⋯ +  𝛽 ∝𝑛 𝑟𝑛    (13) 695 

𝑒𝑛 =  𝛽𝑛𝐼 +  ∑ 𝛽𝑛−𝑖+1 ∝𝑖 𝑟𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

696 

From this, it is possible to estimate the amount of 697 

breast parenchyma that has been suppressed from 698 

the original image, and in theory to recover a reasona-699 

ble estimate of the original image.  700 

Scale-space analysis  701 

Since 0 1   it follows that 0n →  rapidly, 702 

therefore we may approximate , 0nn m   = .  703 
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Consider the first term: 705 

1
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=

      − 
= − = −        − −       


706 

(15) 707 

Since we set ( )
1

, 1
2

  = = − . Hence the term essentially 708 

equals 1
I

m
 . We now derive the second term.  We can re-709 

group the terms by 
j jr . This can be written as: 710 

( )

1 1 2 2 3 3

1 2 3

2

1 1 2 2 3 3

1

...

(1 (1 ))

m m m
i i i

i i i

m
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i
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=
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= + − + − − 
 

  



  (16) 711 

Assuming that the term 

1

1
m

i

i


=

  shows that the second 712 

term is a weighted sum of the terms 
i ir  in the ratios 713 

1:1/2:1/4:1/8..1/n.  714 

This illustrates that for a sufficient number of spatial 715 

scales of SLIC, almost none of the entropy information 716 

from within a mammogram is lost, while at the same 717 

time it successfully suppresses the local parenchyma 718 

and estimates focal densities. The focally dense re-719 

gions that persisted over multiple scales are en-720 

hanced, whereas the normal parenchyma is effectively 721 

suppressed (not entirely removed). 722 

The Final step  723 

Finally, to generate the output, IRICE, we apply a 724 

function ∅ , which could be majority vote (or mean, 725 

median) for each pixel through every ei. The majority 726 

voting process mitigates the scrap-mark effect.  727 

𝐼𝑅𝐼𝐶𝐸 =  ∅ ( lim
𝑖=1→𝑛

  𝑒𝑖) (17) 728 

SLIC Regularisation 729 

Note that this step is only relevant if SLIC is used to 730 

segment regions in the RICE model. SLIC’s regularisa‐731 

tion coefficient 𝛿 controls how regular (hexagon) or 732 

deformable the shape of a superpixel should be used 733 

(Vedaldi & Fulkerson, 2010). SLIC uses this as a seed 734 

value to form clusters of similar pixels. In practice, it 735 

suffers from over-segmentation when applied to im-736 

ages with complex spatial and textural regional differ-737 

entiation. This has a direct impact on the estimation 738 

of the local neighbourhood of segmented regions, es-739 

pecially in the first two iterations where most of the 740 

‘normal’ parenchyma is suppressed. If 𝛿  is estimated 741 

sensibly, this not only reduces the number of RICE it-742 

erations to produce good results but also preserves 743 

the borders of the ROI more effectively. For the first 744 

iteration, we use the median of the original image, 745 

𝛿1 = 𝐼, whereas for the remaining iterations we use 746 

the median value of the output images from the previ-747 

ous iterations. This enables us to set up an automatic 748 

balance between the deformability of a super-pixel 749 

and its size.  750 
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𝛿𝑖 = 𝑒𝑖−1̃  (18) 751 

4. RESULTS 752 

We applied RICE to VBD maps obtained from the 753 

‘Manchester 50/50 dataset’ (a subset of the PROCAS 754 

study samples (Astley et al., 2018)(Sergeant et al., 755 

2012) provided as part of the ASSURE project).  The 756 

set of cases (VBD maps) includes 50 screen-detected 757 

cancers and an equal number of controls, all anony-758 

mized, and all with bilateral CC and MLO views. They 759 

were all imaged using a clinical GE Senograph Essen-760 

tial. The mammograms were converted to VBD maps 761 

using the Volpara Research Platform 1.0. In an ob-762 

server study, all focal densities (cancer or non-cancer) 763 

were enhanced as expected.  More precisely, all the 764 

dense regions were correctly identified; but with a 765 

high false positive rate. To reduce the number of false 766 

positives, an in-house mass detection algorithm (F. 767 

Janan et al., 2014) was applied to detect the masses in 768 

the mammograms. We stress that the objective of 769 

RICE is not mass detection per se, rather mammo-770 

graphic image enhancement, which may aid CADe, 771 

and on which it performed well.  In the results shown 772 

below, masses were correctly detected and seg-773 

mented in 46 mammograms using (F. Janan et al., 774 

2014); however, in 4 images (2 dense, 1 fatty and 1 775 

moderately textured) masses could not be identified 776 

either visually or by a locally deployed computer-777 

aided detection (CADe) system.  Evidently, a state-of-778 

the-art system for detecting/proposing soft tissue 779 

masses (e.g. from ScreenPoint Medical or iCAD) could 780 

replace this step. 781 

Qualitatively, contrast enhancement of dense regions 782 

is not achieved at the expense of tumours in fatty re-783 

gions of the same breast. To be visible on a mammo-784 

gram, a typical tumour has a higher density than the 785 

surrounding tissue. Figure 11 shows an example of a 786 

low-density neighbourhood in an otherwise BI-RADS D 787 

breast. The tumour is situated close to the chest-wall, 788 

away from the breast peripheral region (red arrow). 789 

The central region is uniformly dense (it is BI-RADS D) 790 

and is reported to be normal tissue. Volpara density 791 

maps suggest that the breast inner region around the 792 

centre, which is normal dense tissue, is far denser 793 

than the mass (refer to Figure 3 for actual density val-794 

ues). As can be seen, in this case, RICE effectively sup-795 

presses the dense tissue while enhancing the visibility 796 

of the tumour.  We re-emphasise that RICE enhances 797 

the ROI; it does not classify the enhanced region as a 798 

mass. 799 

A fundamental limitation of density estimation using 800 

RICE, or any other method that relies on 2D mammo-801 

graphic modalities, is the impact of breast thickness 802 

on tissue density. Breast have variable thickness when 803 

compressed in a mammography machine.  To find the 804 

density of an ROI, we subtract the density of the 805 

neighbouring tissue from it. We base this on the as-806 

sumption that the density of normal tissue above and 807 

below the ROI is approximately the same as that of 808 

the immediate neighbourhood. Based on this assump-809 

tion, while estimating the ROI density and subtracting 810 

the neighbourhood, we also subtract an equal amount 811 

of normal tissue that substitutes the ROI in the neigh-812 

bourhood–thus the density estimate of ROI should be 813 

lower than that of the actual tissue. Figure 12 is a 814 

sketch of the process. This has minimal effect on fatty 815 

and moderately dense breast.  However, it could af-816 

fect ROI density estimation in a very dense breast by 817 

subtracting too much of the surrounding tissue. A 818 

means to include breast thickness into the model, for 819 

example, formulating a certain ratio that could reflect 820 

upon the thickness of the ROI and the breast, could 821 

compensate for this effect. Our method accurately de-822 

tects focal densities in highly dense breast.  823 

To test RICE in unmasking tumours in a dense breast, 824 

we extracted a clinically confirmed mass and embed-825 

ded it into four types VBD maps categorised as Vol-826 

para Density Grades (VGD). The VDG score strongly 827 

correlates with the actual BI-RADS classification (Lee 828 

et al., 2015)). Furthermore, this experiment tests the 829 

performance of RICE in identifying and suppressing 830 

the normal parenchyma surrounding the ROI in all 831 

density classes. The experiment is as follows: 832 

1. First, embed a mass into various VBD maps la-833 

belled by their VDG scores.  834 

2. Apply RICE to suppress the normal paren-835 

chyma and quantify the density of the embed-836 

ded mass in the enhanced mammogram.  837 

3. Assess the consistency in the density of the 838 

mass in enhanced RICE maps throughout all 839 

VDG categories.  840 
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The original image RICE enhanced image 

 

 

SLIC segmentation of original SLIC segmentation of RICE 

enhanced image 

  

Candidate focal densities 

above 4mm thickness in the 

VBD map 

Candidate densities in RICE 

above 4mm thickness in the 

enhanced image 

Fig. 11. The density map is enhanced by suppressing normal dense 841 
parenchyma while enhancing the visibility of tumour in a lighter back-842 

ground (highlighted with a red arrow). 843 

 844 

 845 

 846 

 847 

 848 

 849 

 850 

 851 

 852 

 853 

Fig 12: A demonstration of density estimation error 854 
 855 

  

  

  

Fig 13: Examples of RICE enhanced Volpara density maps 857 
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Several factors could impact the consistency of the 858 

mass density in the enhanced RICE maps. These in-859 

clude: the density and texture of the host breast on 860 

the shape of the segmented region; the thickness of 861 

the host mammogram; the non-biological basis of the 862 

embedding procedure and so on will affect the density 863 

of the mass in enhanced RICE images. As the volumet-864 

ric density for breast parenchyma across the BI-RADS 865 

categories could vary by an order of magnitude, we 866 

expect the density of the mass in the enhanced im-867 

ages to show little variation across categories, and to 868 

be within an acceptable margin of error. Figure 14 869 

shows the results of inserting a known mass into 24 870 

VBD maps (6 from each VDG categories). After the 871 

fourth iteration, the density of the mass is consistent 872 

across all four categories with a mean mass density of 873 

3.18mm3 (against the ground truth 3.96mm3), vari-874 

ance 0.75mm3 and the standard deviation of 875 

0.87mm3. Figure 15 shows the density of the inserted 876 

mass after 4 RICE iterations in all VDG categories. This 877 

is the mean density value of the mass extracted from 878 

6 VBD maps per category. From Figure 14 and Figure 879 

15 we conclude that RICE produces consistent results 880 

for suppressing normal parenchyma and in estimating 881 

the volumetric density of an ROI in all breast density 882 

classes.  It implies that were we to embed a mass into 883 

a dense mammogram/VBD; RICE would unmask and 884 

estimate density effectively, thus sharply reducing the 885 

risks of MISS 1-3. 886 

 888 

 889 

Fig 14: Estimated density of a mass inserted in 24 VBD maps (6 890 
from each VDG category) after several iterations of RICE. It can be 891 
seen that the density of the mass is consistent after the fourth itera-892 
tion across all VDG categories.  893 

 894 

Fig 15: The mean density of the mass for VBD maps from each VDG 895 
category through four iterations of RICE.    896 

Although in this paper we focus on the application of 897 

RICE to mammographic images, nevertheless, our ex-898 

periments suggest that RICE can be applied beyond 899 

mammography. Figure 16 shows a scanning artefact 900 

where a metallic circuit is imaged in the mammogram. 901 

RICE significantly improves the contrast and visibility 902 

of the circuit. We also applied RICE on other mammo-903 

graphic modalities, in particular, unprocessed DICOM 904 

mammograms (normal intensity maps); synthetic 905 

mammograms generated from reconstructed stacks of 906 

DBT scans (similar to C-View (Greer, 2014)); and SAR 907 

images (Tromans et al., 2012).    908 

 

 

  

Fig 16: RICE improving the contrast and the visibility of non-mammo-910 
graphic texture  911 

As above, there is no notion of quantitative volumetric 912 

breast density in the images produced by any of these 913 
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modalities. Despite that, we have found consistent 914 

and significant improvement in the visibility of dense 915 

parenchyma in these images. Figure 17 shows a few 916 

examples where RICE enhances the contrast and im-917 

proves the visibility of dense regions in routine mam-918 

mograms. Figure 18 shows RICE applied to synthetic 919 

mammograms; and in Figure 19 RICE is applied to SAR 920 

images (C. Tromans et al., 2012; C. E. Tromans et al., 921 

2012).  922 

 923 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 925 

Fig 17: RICE applied to routine mammograms/intensity images 926 

 927 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig 18: Synesthetic mammograms generated from DBT (left), en-928 
hanced using RICE (right) 929 

 930 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 19: SAR images (left), enhanced using RICE (right)   931 

An important question the reader may ask is, how 932 
well does RICE perform with respect to the abnormal-933 
ity size? There are two aspects to consider: size; and 934 
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density.  The former might be expected to impact, for 935 
example, on the SLIC step (Section 2.1).  The latter im-936 
pacts, inter alia, local contrast, and so may impact de-937 
tection.  Evidently, an abnormality of size (say) 1 pixel, 938 
and with minimal contrast to dense surroundings, 939 
would be treated as noise and would not be en-940 
hanced. For the density, the recursive nature of RICE 941 
ensures that a sufficiently dense region is maintained, 942 
even if it is small, such as a microcalcification (Figure 1 943 
and Figure 6). Consider the case where both the size 944 
and the contrast of (say) an implanted region are re-945 
duced.  At a certain point, as the contrast of the im-946 
planted region and the neighbourhood reduces, the 947 
region would no longer be picked up in Step 1 (Section 948 
2.1, SLIC).  There is nothing RICE can do in such a case.  949 
However, when a region is picked up by SLIC as a can-950 
didate ROI, would RICE suppress it?  This is addressed 951 
in Sections 2.3, 2.4 and, more importantly, in Section 952 
3, which is the core of RICE.  Here the key parameters 953 
are 𝛼1, 𝛽.  The first of these is defined in Equation (5), 954 
while the latter is set to a value of 0.5 for VBD depth 955 
maps (Equation 7).  The subsequent analysis in Equa-956 
tion (13) and the Scale Space analysis (Equations 14, 957 
15) show that a region, of sufficient size to be picked 958 
up in SLIC or sufficient contrast but small size will be 959 
preserved in RICE.  We include a further example (Fig-960 
ure 20) with intermediate steps to show that RICE 961 
does not smooth the margins of a malignant mass. 962 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig 20: Effect of RICE on tumor margins. (a) A tumor patch; (b) 963 
Piece-wise constant estimation after the first RICE iteration; (c) Red 964 
is the boundary drawn using an inhouse method (Janan et al., 2014), 965 
green is the ground truth; (d) The segmentation boundary overlaid 966 
on the original image. 967 

 968 
To confirm that the enhancement process suppresses 969 
what we consider is normal parenchyma encompassing 970 
a region of interest, we test the consistency of our 971 
method using a matric we call tissue to background ra-972 
tio (TBR). We compare ROIs in post RICE regions for Vol-973 
para and SAR, both of which are quantitative images 974 
and provide an approximation of mammographic den-975 
sity per pixel. Please refer back to Figure 4 in section 976 
2.3 to see how TBR is computed. In Figure 21 we can 977 
see that TBR for both Volpara and SAR images is very 978 
similar, despite the composition of these images and 979 

the methods used to compute density are very differ-980 
ent - uses distinct physics models to estimate inde-981 
pendent x-ray attenuation absorbed per pixel. In Figure 982 
22 we further evaluate the consistency for 15 masses 983 
and find that the TBR scores closely agree with each 984 
other.   985 
 986 

  

Fig 21: Comparison of TBR of 0.68 for Volpara (left), and 0.62 for 987 
SAR (right) 988 

 989 

 990 

Fig 22: TBR scores for 15 lesions, Volpara vs SAR, showing that our 991 
method consistently suppresses the normal tissue surrounding ROIs. 992 

Next, our method enables us to compute a single focal 993 
density score for the whole breast by aggregating den-994 
sities of the tissue remaining after enhancement by 995 
our method in each breast quadrant. Figure 23 (a) and 996 
(b) shows a bilateral pair, that masks an 18mm grade 997 
5 invasive ductal carcinoma detected in the right 998 
breast from a ‘prior’ exam. The breast is extremely 999 
dense and was classified as BIRADS D, having 30.2% of 1000 
mean volumetric breast density and a Volpara VDG 1001 
grade 4. This is an interval cancer and perhaps ‘should 1002 
have been detected’ when the densities in the right 1003 
breast began inexorably to rise. We analyse this clini-1004 
cal case using RICE to quantify focal densities in the 1005 
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four classical breast quadrants to assess the change in 1006 
densities over time. As usual, we automatically: detect 1007 
the breast boundary; find the nipple; identify the skin-1008 
line (buffer between the skin and the breast region); 1009 
and divide the breast region into 4 quadrants based 1010 
on taking the nipple as a reference.  Figure 23 (c) and 1011 
(d) shows that the right (infected) breast has a higher 1012 
focal density (FD) score than the left (5.16 vs 6.86), 1013 
thus confirming the laterality of cancer.  1014 

  

(a) Left breast (b) Right breast 

  

(c) Left enhanced  

FD score: 5.16 

(d) Right enhanced  

FD score: 6.86 

Fig 23: Quantification of focal density (FD) scores for bilateral mam-1015 
mograms 1016 

Figure 24 shows a pattern of change in focal densities 1017 

for the left breast over time. Moreover, what is un-1018 

clear in the clinical report, but is clear from the FD 1019 

analysis after applying our method, is that quadrants 1020 

Q1 and Q4 are accumulating asymmetries in the right 1021 

breast years before cancer appears. This suggests that 1022 

there is a potential for FD measure to predict the like-1023 

lihood of a developing abnormality related to the 1024 

asymmetrical accumulation of densities in the breast 1025 

over time.  1026 

 1027 

Fig 24: Focal density analysis on time series data using our method, 1028 
confirming the laterality of cancer (right).  1029 

5. DISCUSSION  1030 

RICE is an image enhancement method, that has been 1031 

developed primarily for mammography and applied to 1032 

density maps, but which has the potential to extend 1033 

to other imaging applications. It has a strong mathe-1034 

matical basis that ensures strictly content-based im-1035 

age enhancement. It significantly aids the detectability 1036 

of dense structures, such as focal densities, masses 1037 

and calcifications inside mammograms. Focal densities 1038 

are the key to assess focal asymmetry, which is the 1039 

core of the new BI-RADS density classification lexicon.  1040 

RICE works effectively on regular and synthetic mam-1041 

mograms, as well as on SAR and Volpara volumetric 1042 

density maps. RICE enhances the visibility of focal den-1043 

sities in all Volpara VDG categories (which strongly 1044 

correlate to BI-RADS breast density classification). In 1045 

extensive experiments, RICE can consistently unmask 1046 

tumours falsely embedded in dense breast. 1047 

It enhances focal densities by suppressing normal pa-1049 

renchyma, thus reducing the risk of missing cancers 1050 

that are not visible because it is masked by dense tis-1051 

sue (MISS-1) or its visibility is distracted by other 1052 

dense tissue (MISS-2). The parenchymal suppression 1053 

reduces the risk of interpreting cancers wrongly due 1054 

to overlapping of other tissues (MISS-3).   1055 

Though we are aware of the impressive contributions 1056 
that deep learning have made generally to (medical) 1057 
image analysis, it is not a panacea nor does it (or can 1058 
it) replace everything that has been done using previ-1059 
ously developed methods.  Of course, there have re-1060 
cently been a stream of exciting papers applying ma-1061 
chine learning to mammography, for example by Ro-1062 
driguez and colleagues (Carioli et al., 2017; Rodríguez-1063 
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Ruiz et al., 2019; Sasaki et al., 2020) regarding Trans-1064 
para (Le et al., 2019) 1065 
 1066 
A fundamental challenge of applying deep learning to 1067 
the problem at hand is the small size of carefully cu-1068 
rated databases for which “ground truth” (with the 1069 
consensus view of a number of informed observers) is 1070 
available.  It has been claimed, and repeatedly reas-1071 
serted, that machine learning methods such as U-Net 1072 
are available in such a case, though this has never 1073 
been shown formally, and the recent work on Deep 1074 
Convolution Framelets (Han & Ye, 2018) makes ex-1075 
plicit the relationship of methods such as U-Net and 1076 
the classically understood (discrete) wavelet trans-1077 
form, as well as some of the limitations of U-Net. It 1078 
will be remiss of us not to explore machine learning as 1079 
we further develop our work; but this was not the fo-1080 
cus of the present study. 1081 

The current pipeline is illustrative and each of the 1082 
steps could be replaced without changing the overall 1083 
impact.  For example, the segmentation method, cur-1084 
rently based on SLIC, could be replaced by a deep-1085 
learning method. In an extended, retrospective ob-1086 
server study we aim to use our method to predict the 1087 
laterality of breast cancer before it develops. This will 1088 
help in localizing the future risk of developing cancer, 1089 
in particular, those associated with mammographic fo-1090 
cal densities, and thus enabling early detection and re-1091 
ducing the mortality rate. 1092 

 1093 
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